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EDITOR’S NOTE

For years people have asked, “Why do bad things happen to good
people?” One simple answer is that bad things happen to
everyone at one time or another. In life there is a certain amount 
of time and chance involved, so things often don’t make sense. 
In other words, we should all try to make the most of the time we
have, regardless of our circumstances.

Many people spend the bulk of their lives on the cusp of
courage, often looking for a model or mentor who can help them
take a leap. Though not all of us will find the mentor we need,
courageous models are everywhere and their positive psychology
helps us map out the paths to happiness across all of life’s
domains.

In this issue of WorkSIGHT, you will read all about the meaning
of courage. T&T Trucking did some soul searching and turned their
health and safety record upside down. Alex Airey illustrates how a
great attitude and a modified work program can heal wounds.
Robbie Bochan shares her story on the death of her husband and
her own battle with breast cancer. Finally, Alberta Beverage
Container Recycling Corporation (ABCRC) shows us how employers
and workers can work together to make the workplace safer. 
The people are different, their stories are distinct, but they all
share courage. All of these individuals demonstrate the drive to
move forward.

Take a few minutes and read their stories. You will come away
with a stronger sense of purpose. I know I did. 

Shawn Friedenberger, Editor
shawn.friedenberger@wcb.ab.ca  

W

EMPLOYER BRIEFS

Guaranteed Coverage Amount (GCA)

Guaranteed coverage is the amount of insurance that owners,
partners and corporate directors can purchase without having to
substantiate earnings prior to benefits being paid. It is an extension
of personal coverage that allows business owners to be covered at a
pre-defined level. As of January 2012, WCB increased guaranteed
coverage amounts for more than 130 industries.

How is GCA determined?
GCA is what WCB-Alberta considers representative of an

applicant’s annual gross earnings. The amount varies for different
industries. WCB-Alberta uses earnings information from external
wage sources and its own records to determine average earnings in
an industry.

If WCB-Alberta has not set a GCA for an industry, the standard
minimum personal coverage amount is the GCA for that industry.

Choices are still available 
Business owners and directors still have the option of choosing 

any amount of coverage between the minimum and maximum
personal coverage amounts set each year—for 2012 the maximum
insurable earnings are $86,700 and the minimum has been set at
$21,000. Should you choose to insure yourself for more than the
minimum or the GCA, you must be able to substantiate earnings for
your compensation rate.

What are the costs?  
Premiums that are determined by the GCA and then multiplied 

by your account’s rate per hundred dollars of insurable earnings for
your industry.

Can you change your personal coverage amount? 
Yes, this can be done at any time. Changes in coverage are

effective the date we receive your request and are invoiced for the
difference in the premium.WorkSIGHT is a magazine for 

employers and workers.
We’re looking for industry representatives to join the 

magazine’s editorial board. If you’re interested in learning 

more, or participating on the board, please contact the 

editor at Shawn.friedenberger@wcb.ab.ca.
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What are the benefits of GCA? 
Purchasing GCA has several advantages for owners, partners and

corporate directors. These include:
•  Not having to substantiate your earnings
•  Less paperwork
•  A quicker, hassle-free process
•  Faster benefit payments if you are injured on the job
More information on the guaranteed coverage amount can be found

online. Visit http://www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/employers/EFS_Guaranteed_
coverage.pdf.  

Seasonal Work – It’s Your
Responsibility

Whether you hire someone to cut your grass, build that deck that
you’ve put off forever or finally fix that leaky roof, you need to be aware
of your responsibilities if you hire contractors or subcontractors. Put
simply, you are responsible for workers’ compensation insurance
unless: 

1. They have their own valid WCB-Alberta account
2. They are operating as a corporation
3. They are performing the work as: 

•  an employer in that industry
•  a worker of another employer 
•  a director of a corporation 
•  a proprietor with personal coverage
•  a partner in a partnership with personal coverage

If a contractor or subcontractor is hired without WCB-Alberta
coverage, you are responsible for that worker. Some of your contractors
or subcontractors may not have workers’ compensation insurance. 
If you do not cover them and such individuals are injured, you are not
protected from lawsuit by them. 

W

An easy way to protect yourself is by obtaining a Direct Employer
Clearance Certificate (DECC). This self-service system allows you to
electronically request and receive clearance certificates for your
contractors and subcontractors to confirm they are already covered 
by WCB. 

DECCs are easy to obtain. Visit http://decc.wcb.ab.ca for more
information. 

Because Workers Are Worth It  

Quick question: Since you’re already taking great care and
demonstrating diligence in making sure the people who work for you
know they’re as safe as they can be on the job, why not get paid for it?

The answer seems obvious.
Constructive partnerships continue to be the foundation of a

successful workers’ compensation system, and the voluntary
Partnerships in Injury Reduction (PIR) program shows the significance
employers, certifying partners, Alberta Human Services and 
WCB-Alberta place on worker safety. Because of your efforts to ensure
that happens, through PIR you’re eligible to receive a refund on your
WCB industry rate. 

Nearly 10,000 Alberta employers shared a projected 
$72.2 million in 2011 PIR rebates. Almost all companies who earn a
Certificate of Recognition (COR) are eligible for the refund. In order to
obtain a COR, your health and safety program must meet provincial
standards.

If you already have a COR, you’ll earn at least a five per cent PIR
refund (10 per cent if it’s the first time you’ve earned a COR). WCB also
compares your company’s current performance to its historical record
and to overall industry performance. Based on this performance, your
business’s PIR refunds could increase to as much as 20 per cent. 

Now that your interest’s been peaked, and to find out more, simply
go to the WCB for Employers>Manage Performance and Costs>be a
partner in injury reduction (PIR) section of the WCB website. W

W

Personal Care Allowance
“I was seriously injured on the job and landed in hospital. Part of my discharge
care plan includes a recommendation for temporary in-home care. I know WCB
covers my lost wages and treatment, but is in-home care covered too?”

Personal care is usually recommended through a hospital discharge care plan
or by a health care provider, and it may be covered by WCB for assistance with

wound care, bathing, dressing, homemaking and transportation.

For more information 
on what a personal care
allowance may cover 
along with eligibility 
criteria, see our fact sheet: 

http://www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/
workers/WFS_Personal_
care_allowance.pdf  
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The Road to
Improvement

ON THE COVER
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“In 2008, we had a few claims that
hit us really hard; we simply weren’t
actively managing them at that time.
Then, 2009 came around and we
incurred a poor performance surcharge.
We thought, ‘How did that happen?’”
recalls Lynn.

For her part, Deborah Nilsen was one
very concerned account manager. She
crunched the numbers, and a health
and safety game plan was needed for
T&T. Deborah rolled up her sleeves with
the goal of putting T&T on the road to
recovery. 

Unfortunately, the road was far 
from smooth. Just how bad were the
company’s numbers? For starters, they
incurred 61 per cent more in disabling
injury claim costs than their industry
counterparts. Nilsen also discovered
that T&T didn’t have a disability man-
agement program. Oh boy.

A new sense of direction was 
needed. “Deborah put together an
action plan on how to turn things
around. Although we were partners in
injury reduction (PIR), we needed to do
more. We needed to become a COR
holder,” states Lynn. COR is an Alberta

Certificate of Recognition that is earned
by employers who have successfully
implemented a basic workplace health
and safety management system. 

Sometimes reality is hard to accept,
but T&T’s management team was up to
the challenge. Ron Campbell, T&T’s ter-
minal manager notes, “From the begin-
ning, our president and vice president

had a mindset that our employees are
our most valued assets and that they
must be protected from workplace 
hazards to the best of our company’s
ability.”

T&T would need that type of attitude
to reach the lofty goals Deborah Nilsen
had set out. In early 2011, Nilsen set up
steep targets for the company—an over-
all goal of being within 40 per cent of
industry average costs by 2013, and in a
position for a claims discount by 2015. 

In the first year alone, they would
have to reduce first-year claim costs by
47 per cent, introduce a modified work

program for injured workers and
decrease disability days on claims by 
30 per cent.

Back On Track 
With a plan in place, the onus was

on T&T to execute. First, the company
signed up for Occupational Injury   >>

“Although we were partners in injury reduction (PIR), 
we needed to do more.” Tammy Lynn.

How T&T Trucking Reached
Peak Performance

Let’s begin with the basics. Remember when you were young
and didn’t want to show your parents your report card?
Well, in 2010, T&T Trucking would have been very scared

of Mom viewing their claim costs. T&T’s Health and Safety 
auditor, Tammy Lynn, was on the receiving end of the bad news.

BY SHAWN FRIEDENBERGER
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For Ron Campbell, educating young
drivers on the dangers of taking short-
cuts is paramount. “We still see a lot of
young guns who just finished driving
school trying to get their jobs done too
quickly. They tend to take shortcuts. 
I tell them to take the extra five minutes
and make sure what they are doing is
safe. Five minutes is not going to affect
their on-time performance,” says
Campbell.

So what would Deborah say to a
company looking to improve their
health and safety record? “If there is
one piece of advice I would tell compa-
nies about improving performance, 
I would say a good starting point would
be to take the return-to-work seminar
and keep an eye out for the disability
management action planning seminar
this fall,” says Nilsen. “Health, safety
and disability management are all
about evolution, and T&T is a model for
other companies that want to improve
performance across the board,” adds
Nilsen. 

Oh, and one more thing, T&T is no
longer hiding the report card from Mom
and Deborah Nilsen—they passed with
flying colours. W

Services (OIS), a program designed for
people who are hurt at work. OIS would
certainly benefit the company by pro-
viding their injured workers with quick
access to medical services. 

Second, Nilsen provided them with
an outline of a modified task list that
they developed with input from their
staff. New modified work opportunities
allow injured truckers to continue to
work by working in the terminal, driving
shorter distances and/or working fewer
hours. Finally, policies were developed
by senior management for all disability
management processes.

The Results
By using OIS and safe modified

work, T&T saw positive changes imme-
diately. The company retained the veter-
an drivers they would have previously
lost due to them not returning to work
in a timely manner. This meant that
they didn’t have to hire and train
replacement truckers. OIS, along with
the modified task duty list, was instru-
mental in reducing the company’s 
compensation costs because drivers
with injuries were now being treated
faster and returning to work sooner.

Finally, by expanding its health 
and safety efforts to concentrate on 
disability management, the company
reduced premiums. T&T’s terminal
manager, Ron Campbell even attended
a disability management workshop. 

And, about those financial results?
Let’s just say the report card was much
better in 2011. As a result of their hard
work, T&T was successful in decreasing
their first-year claims by 47 per cent.
But the real story has yet to be told. 
If they continue on their current path,
the company will be at a smaller sur-
charge by 2013, with a savings of
$27,000 in premiums. By 2015, they
will be in a discount position.

Lessons Learned 
“We discovered a number of injury

reduction and recovery measures we
would have never thought of four years
ago. One example is hazard identifica-
tion. We now see employees writing up
hazard safety analysis reports, taking
part in modified work duties and we
manage every claim from start to finish.
Also, our online reporting is done in a
timely manner,” acknowledges Health
and Safety Auditor Tammy Lynn. 

“We discovered a number of injury reduction and
recovery measures we would have never thought
of four years ago.” Tammy Lynn

The Road to Improvement >> continued from page 7
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T RENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY is a rapidly growing sector of
the construction and civil engineering industries.
Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) is one such technolo-

gy being used more frequently for installing infrastructure such
as cable, water, gas and telecommunications lines, particularly
in heavily developed and urban areas. In these areas, HDD may
offer a number of advantages including cost-reduction, shorter
completion times and less disruption to traffic, property and the
environment. 

The increased popularity of HDD has brought about a worrisome
increase in contact incidents with buried power lines. The
impact of directional drilling contact incidents is two-fold: 

1. Current can travel from the point of contact to the
operator’s position. 

2. The equipment itself and the ground around it may
become energized, creating “step potential” which
endangers not only operators, but trackers and others
standing or working nearby. 

Thankfully, no injury incidents have been reported yet, but the
potential for serious harm is certainly present as HDD contact
incidents could easily result in severe injuries or even death. Of
particular concern is the practice of operating certain directional
drilling machinery while standing beside the equipment, rather
than while seated on the operator’s seat. If contact with a
buried power line does occur, you never want to be the easiest
path between electricity and the ground.

Following basic safety
practices is the best way
to combat the troubling

trend towards increased—
and potentially deadly—

contact incidents in
trenchless technology

operations. In addition to
following proper operating

procedures for the equipment itself,
operators should take the following steps: 

1. Before digging, call Alberta One Call (1-800-242-3447) to
identify the location of all buried facilities. 

2. Diligently mark and carefully expose the facilities. 
3. If you will be operating within one metre of buried

facilities, contact the local utility company to come to the
site, review the work and work alongside you to ensure
safe planning and execution.

What if contact does occur? Immediately call both 911 and 
the local utility company.

“One call costs you nothing;  
not calling could cost you everything”

April was Safe Digging Month and as we move into spring Alberta One-Call 
and the ABCGA

1-800-242-3447
www.alberta1call.com
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FEATURE

Hard hat? Check. 
Safety goggles? Check.

Safety boots? Yep, got them. 

For Alex Airey, returning to
work was the best medicine

It was a typical February work day for Alex Airey,
a fourth-year electrical apprentice with High Line
Electrical Contractors. High Line is a commercial
electrical company that works on some of the
province’s biggest projects. They provide mainte-
nance on highway lighting for the Anthony Henday
in Edmonton as well as for the Deerfoot Trail in
Calgary. 

Airey and a co-worker were on loan from another
company the week of February 12th and were sent to
the site of a new recreation complex that was under
construction in Ardrossan. Their task for the day was
to run some electrical wire for boxes outside the new
structure—nothing out of the ordinary. 

BY SHAWN FRIEDENBERGER

PHOTO BY LAUGHING DOG PHOTOGRAPHY
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nearby until the bleeding had stopped
and he felt well enough to go home.

Not so fast
“When I got to my parents place I

felt really stuffy. I went to blow my nose
and my tear duct inflated like a balloon.
That’s when I knew I needed some
immediate medical attention,” admits
Airey. 

A CT scan was performed on Airey
and, as he expected, something was
definitely wrong. The orbital bone
around the right side of his eye was
cracked and had caused a blow out of
the muscle tissue on the right side of his
nose. A second doctor confirmed this
and detected loose cartilage in his right
nostril. For Airey, the pain was so bad
that it hurt to look peripherally with his
eyes. Instead, he had to move his shoul-
ders and head to see. 

Doctors were initially going to per-
form surgery, but decided it was too
risky. Instead, they believed that the
muscle around the orbital bone would
eventually grow back and Airey’s vision
would adjust along with it. However,
Airey was told he would have to deal
with the pain as well as the constant
headaches he was now experiencing for
at least a few months. 

What about my career?
Professionally, Airey had concerns

as well. How long would this take to
heal? Would there be permanent dam-
age? When could he return to work?
Airey has always been active, racing  >>

Airey and his co-worker climbed up
to a secondary roof meant for office
space. It was there that they decided to
put up a scaffold that would run four
sections high. 

“We looked at the scaffold and real-
ized that it was not stabilized. We need-
ed to place some feet on the bottom of
each side to even things out. That meant
that we had to lift the bottom of it up to
get the feet in,” recalls Airey. 

The workers lifted one side and slid
the feet underneath. One side done. 

On the other side, Airey and his part-
ner lifted the scaffold up. What they
didn’t realize was that the first side had
shifted slightly and the cross braces of
the scaffold skidded under a gas line.
Alex picked up his side and the entire
section of the scaffold torqued up when
the workers went to place the feet in. 
“I had to lift it about two inches on my
side to get the right angle,” shrugged
Airey. Suddenly, everything changed.

“The whole scaffold lifted up and
smashed the right side of my nose and
eye. I saw the blood dripping from my
nose but I actually didn’t think it was
that serious at the time. I was dazed, but
I had no idea how bad I had hurt
myself,” says Airey.

If Airey didn’t know, his co-worker
and others on the job site certainly did. 

The site’s health and safety inspector
immediately helped Airey to a nearby
trailer where a sterile dressing and
bandage were placed on the right side of
his nose and eye. During his 45-minute
stay in the trailer, Airey was able to
complete an incident report. He decided
it was best to head to his parents’ house

“The whole scaffold lifted up and smashed the right
side of my nose and eye.” Alex Airey  
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mountain bikes and participating in
various sports. So on Monday morning,
battered and bruised, Airey was back at
the Ardrossan site. 

“It’s safe to say that the other work-
ers at the sight were surprised to see
me. They were all saying that I should

be resting at home, but that’s not my
nature. I felt a commitment to my work
and co-workers to try and do the best 
I could under the circumstances,” 
shrugs Airey.

Enter Inessa Millers, High Line’s
safety administrator. “One thing that 
I could immediately bring to the table
was the contact I have had over the
years with WCB. I knew that some type
of modified work for Alex would give
him a sense of purpose while he was
recovering. I just needed to get a sense
of where Alex’s head was at. So the first
thing I did was talk to Alex about his
personal life. We wanted to let him
know that he wasn’t just a worker,”
recalls Millers.

From there, Airey and Millers 
discussed a possible modified work 
program for him and that seemed 
to brighten his spirits. 

“Alex is not someone who wants to
stay at home at all; he wants to be
active and feel like he is contributing to
the team. For our company, we definite-
ly wanted Alex to stay with us. He has
been here for five years and a modified
work schedule would definitely help us
do that,” says Millers. 

“When we realized that it was going
to take some time for Alex to heal, I
began to look into some things that
were safe for him to do. I wanted him to
do meaningful work,” adds Millers.

There were tasks that Airey simply
couldn’t do, like lift heavy boxes or
work on anything that required him to
be up high because of his vision prob-
lems and accompanying dizziness. 
So, Airey began going out to sites with
printouts in hand to take measurements
on where to place electrical boxes. 

No looking back 
On March 28th, Airey was taken off

his modified work program and has
returned to his normal routine. So, what
can be learned from this experience?
For Airey, it’s all about health and safe-
ty. “If I hadn’t been wearing my safety
glasses that day, my eyeball would have
literally popped out. Safety and being
determined to get back on the job are
the keys, I think,” smiles Airey.

For Inessa Millers, the significance of
obtaining and providing as much health
and safety information as possible for
employees is essential. Well before Alex
Airey’s injury, Millers created a physical
demands analysis for High Line’s differ-
ent work positions (electricians, opera-
tors, labourers and mechanics), and
made use of WCB’s Heads-Up young
worker safety education program and
website for orientations and safety
meetings. 

So, any last words from Alex Airey? 
“I just want to stay together for as

long as possible.” 
Well said. That’s what we all 

want too. W

“If I hadn’t been

wearing my safety

glasses that day,

my eyeball would

have literally

popped out.” 

Alex Airey  

Eye on the Prize: >>
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Modified Work Modified work helps injured workers return to work while 

recovering and provides the opportunity to contribute to 

the workplace. It also reduces claim costs, allows workers 

to return to full duties faster than workers who remain off 

the job and provides a connection to the workplace.

27%
Modified 

Work Claims by 
Major Industry 

Sector

Modified Work Claims 
by Major Occupation

Skilled Trades in Construction, 

Transportation and Telecommunications  16%

Sales and Service Occupations  16%

Intermediate Occupations in Transport, 

Equipment Operation, Installation and Maintenance  15%

Trades Helpers, Construction Labourers 

and Related Occupations  10% 

Labourers in Processing, Manufacturing and Utilities  5%

Clerical Occupations  5%

Other  33%

Modified 
work as a 
percentage 
of all claims
(2011)

97%
Return to same employer Return to same occupation

of modified work claims result in a 
successful return to work

95% 91%

Average

time on

modified

work 34 days
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He was her rock.
She was his best decision.

TED played church league
hockey in Lethbridge.
Roberta, or Robbie as

her friends call her, used to go
watch the games with her girl-
friend, and one day, Ted and
Robbie met after the game. 

Sparks flew. It was love at first sight.
They were married barely a year later.

Robbie Bochan lost her husband of
43 years, Ted, to work-related
esophageal cancer on June 26, 2011. 

Facing the hardest challenge
Ted had a life-long thirst for knowl-

edge, always searching for the better
way, more education, harder chal-
lenges.

“He was very focused. Anything he
did, he did well,” remembers Robbie.
“He always strived for excellence,
always wanted to make things better.”

Ted worked as a park warden and
then as a firefighter for the Lethbridge
Fire Department. He was promoted to
Deputy Fire Chief and soon after
became a highly decorated and nation-
ally recognized fire expert. He was 
constantly taking courses and training
to improve his skills and knowledge in 
the field. 

It’s with this fierce determination
that he faced his biggest challenge 
yet—his cancer diagnosis. 

“Well, we both knew that the situa-
tion wasn’t good,” says Robbie. “Ted
tried to make the best of it. He made a
bucket list and got on with life.”

Ted’s main focus was making sure
his wife and partner of nearly half a 
century would be okay. So when it 
came to talking about the cause of his
illness, Robbie says that it was pretty
cut and dry.

“Of course we talked about how
long-term firefighting contributed to this
—about how much better the breathing
apparatuses are these days, compared
to years back when they were just small
masks,” says Robbie. “But he wasn’t 
one to dwell on it. What happened, 
happened as far as he was concerned.”

The boys miss their 
grandfather terribly

Ted leaves behind two grown sons
and three grandchildren, Braden,
Conner and Nicholas—nine, six, and
one-and-a-half years old respectively.
Robbie says the boys miss their grandfa-
ther terribly.

“The young ones won’t have any of
the great memories Braden and Conner
have. That’s difficult to think about,”
says Robbie.

It’s been seven months and it’s
not getting any easier

Since Ted’s diagnosis, Robbie was
diagnosed with breast cancer. She
underwent an operation on June 7,
2011. Ted passed away a short three
weeks later.

“Forty-three years went by
too fast. I look at my kids and
just marvel. It seems just like
yesterday that Ted and I met.”
Robbie Bochan

BY MEGAN THORBURN

FEATURE

PHOTOS BY EWAN NICHOLSON
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Robbie has tried to move on and do
the things she and Ted loved to do,
including visiting their cabin to relax
and go fishing—something she finds
hard to do now.

“Ted wanted his ashes spread on the
lake—he loved that lake. I just can’t do it
right now,” says Robbie. “I plan to do it
in the summer. But, right now, I just
can’t bring myself to do it.”

Though Robbie is surrounded by
family in Lethbridge, she still finds
some days to be a challenge.

“There are going to be bad days.
That’s normal, isn’t it? A few bad days,”
says Robbie. “Forty three years went by
too fast. I look at my kids and just mar-
vel. It seems just like yesterday that Ted
and I met.”

Robbie has help from WCB-Alberta,
and her focus for now is to get healthy
and focus moving on.

It’s what her rock would have wanted.
Editor’s note: On March 20th, Robbie

saw the safe arrival of her fourth grand-
son, Theoren Richard. W

In 2011, 123 Alberta

workers died from

workplace injury and

disease. Honour their

memories. Employers

and workers can make 

a difference by working

together to keep each

other safe everyday.
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years as a claims auditor, I have never
seen another employer reach this type
of milestone and do this type of celebra-
tion,” says Kotylak-Hapke. 

The Statistics Don’t Lie 
Working with the Manufacturer’s

Health and Safety Association (MHSA)
and WCB, ABCRC saw their overall
claims drop from 36 to 13 from 2010 to
2011. Moreover, time lost claims fell

from 8 in 2010 to 3 in 2011. Finally, 23
more workers in 2011 went home safely
than in the previous year. For the 35
employees and management team
attending the event, the celebration   >>

Inside the plant, machines were
turned off and Tim Horton’s coffee and
donuts were placed on tables for
employees to enjoy. Management gave a
few words of thanks for their efforts and
employees were given fleece jackets
with the words “Two Years - No Lost
Time Claims” on the back. 

For WCB claims auditor Carol
Kotylak-Hapke, there were many rea-
sons to smile as she attended the cele-
bration on behalf of WCB. “In my nine

BY SHAWN FRIEDENBERGER

FEATURE

How One Company
Turned Health and
Safety Right-Side Up

Message
in a 
Bottle

THE portable sign outside the plant said it
all: “Two Years With No Lost-Time Claims.”
The sign was hard to miss for those driving

by the Alberta Beverage Container Recycling
Corporation (ABCRC) plant in Edmonton.

FEATURE
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In my nine years as a claims auditor, I have never seen another employer reach this type
of milestone and do this type of celebration.” Carol Kotylak-Hapke, WCB claims auditor 

Plant manager Michael Marchand and area manager Daniel White
provided leadership in turning ABCRC's performance record around.
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was a time to reflect on a safety record
that had come full circle.

Difficult Times                 
Things were very different from a

health and safety perspective for ABCRC
in 2002. Time lost claims were up,
injuries were occurring at an alarming
rate and there was no health and safety
program in place in either of its
Edmonton or Calgary plants. Indeed,
the bottle was half empty and some-
thing had to be done to reverse this
trend.

Enter Guy West, who became
President of ABCRC in 2003. One of the
first things on West’s priority list was
asking his operations team to develop
an effective health and safety program.

“Prior to 2003 we didn’t have a for-
mal process in place to deal with issues
such as time lost to injuries.” I wanted
to make sure that health and safety was
a priority for our team each and every
single year,” says West.  

However, positive results would take
time. It could easily be assumed that
sprains, strains and cuts were just a
consequence of working in an industry
that is responsible for processing 4.5
million containers per day in Alberta.
But the injuries kept piling up. In 2010,
over 56 per cent of ABCRC’s claims were

related to back injuries alone. 
“As we started to implement the

program we began to see some gains,”
says West. “When we began to really
concentrate on the health and safety
side of the business, we were starting
from the bottom of the mountain,”
explains West. “We knew it would be a
steep climb, so we started slow.” 

In 2009, things began to turn.
Processes were automated at both
plants wherever possible. Ergonomic
assessments were conducted and
resources were made available by man-
agement. 

In the fall of 2010, WCB accounts
manager Leigh-Ann Moroz met with
ABCRC health and safety coordinator
Richard Panas and the two put together
safety training sessions for both man-
agement and staff. These training ses-
sions as well as an improved track man-
agement system signalled that ABCRC
was on its way to a much improved
health and safety record. 

So, what was the turning point? 
“Without a doubt, we would not

have achieved what we did without the
willingness of our employees to buy-in
to a health and safety environment,”
states West. “We have a fairly senior
staff and we don’t have al lot of
turnover. It’s the employees who have
created a community atmosphere at the
plant. They all care for each other,” says
West. “If we have a serious injury and
the plant has to close for a day it affects
everyone.”   

Message in a Bottle >> continued

It’s in the employee’s best interest to get back to work 
as soon as possible, be productive and add value to the
workplace.” ABCRC President Guy West

“
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Daring to be different  
When an injury does occur at one of

the plants, ABCRC makes every effort to
find jobs that are suitable for the injured
worker. This was evident when WCB
claims auditor Brian Lee visited the
Edmonton plant. 

“When we initially went out to the
plant it was obvious that ABCRC and its
staff didn’t view us as some generic
insurance company,” says Lee.
“Instead, we were welcomed as a help-

ful organization that could help make
safety an ongoing goal.”  

Both Lee and West acknowledge that
“there was some caution about a modi-
fied work program at the beginning, 
but everyone realized it was about help-
ing out a fellow employee until he or
she returned to good heath. It’s in the
employee’s best interest to get back to
work as soon as possible, be productive
and add value to the workplace,” 
adds West. 

Without a doubt, we would not have achieved what
we did without the willingness of our employees 
to buy-in to a health and safety environment,” 
ABCRC President Guy West

“ Some Final Thoughts  
So, what advice would West give

other employers looking to improve
their health and safety records? 
“I would say take your time and develop
a safety plan that best suits your compa-
ny and your employees. 

“Understand that results take time,
but you can get there. Don’t be afraid to
ask for help, like we did with the MHSA
and WCB. WCB came in here not looking
for problems, but to try and help us find
solutions,” says West.

Finally, West notes, “there is one
thing we should all think about is 
that at the end of the day employees
want to go home to their families 
injury-free.” W
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Don’t 
Look Back

“The first thing I do is try and get to know them 
personally. I need to know where they are at. Many injured
workers feel a sense of loss; they are frustrated and upset
because they can’t do the things they have been doing for
many years.” 

Stevens is big on options, and she presents her clients
with a variety of educational, medical and lifestyle choices
that she hopes will get their minds off of their injury and
onto their futures.

Stevens remembers working with a gentleman a few
years ago, who we’ll call “Mark.” Mark was in bad shape
after suffering a broken back and shoulder as a result of a
bus rollover. 

“Our initial conversation wasn’t good. He was really
angry and frustrated because he knew that eventually his
injuries wouldn’t allow him to go back to work full time,”
recalls Stevens. 

Yet, Stevens sensed something about Mark. As the 
conversation went on, she realized that Mark was like many
of her other clients. He didn’t want to sit around, he wanted
to do something productive and meaningful, but he was
overcome by the anxiety that his injuries would leave him
house-bound.  

After further conversations with Mark, Stevens moved
into action and fast-tracked his occupational therapy 

treatment. WCB Ergonomist Paolo Naccarato visited Mark
and conducted a full ergonomic assessment of his house. 
From there, a new computer, desk and ergonomic chair were
delivered, making it easier for him to find and do work.

Mark was also worried about gaining weight, so Stevens
enrolled him in a weight-loss program. Oh, and what about
all the snow that needed to be cleared from Mark’s
driveway? No problem. Stevens arranged for delivery of a
specialized snow blower that would take pressure off his
injured shoulder and back.

“I tried to keep him as busy as possible but I was very
sensitive to his injuries. I think he was blown away by what
WCB could offer him and gradually he regained his
confidence and was very thankful for all that we did for
him,” remembers Stevens.

After gaining Mark’s confidence, it was time to decide 
on a possible new career path. Stevens began asking him
about his interests outside of work. “He told me that he was
always passionate about safety, not only because of his own
experiences but because of those in his family as well. I
could sense that the desire to try something new was there, 
I just had to do a bit of convincing,” states Stevens.

Stevens did some digging and discovered the
Occupational Health and Safety Certificate program offered
at the University of Alberta. “I knew that he was not really

WCB case manager Kessie Stevens likes to see injured workers get the most out of life.
So when I asked her to discuss how she helps get these workers to overcome
obstacles, she was more than willing to share some of her skills. 

For Kessie Stevens, the
future begins today 
BY SHAWN FRIEDENBERGER
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aware of what was out there for him in terms of options, 
but I thought this would be perfect,” says Stevens. 

“When I received Mark’s case, I did a ton of exploration.
It was obvious that this was Mark’s passion so I looked
deeper into labour market options and found something in
the area of safety that he could do. I was determined to find
a way to make this work,” says Stevens.

Today Mark has six months remaining in the HS&E
program at the U of A. He sees a bright future ahead, despite
the injury obstacles that will remain with him forever. 

So, what are the keys to helping injured workers 
succeed?

“I have three main objectives that I use every day when
talking with injured workers. First, listen, listen and listen.
Always acknowledge that clients are going through a
difficult time in their lives so make sure that they have a say
in every aspect of their treatment,” states Stevens. 

Second, Stevens always tries to present options for her
clients in the easiest terms. She talks to them about what
she can do in regards to case planning and tells clients that
their participation and input is vital. This gives them a
sense of control over their lives. 

Finally, “I always anticipate barriers that may arise and
address them as soon as possible. Getting injured workers
into Occupational Injury Services (OIS) right away is 
essential. They need to keep busy. If their injuries are less
severe, I approach their employer about modified work right
away. If they are unable to return to work in the short term, 
I propose that they take some courses to keep them busy
and their minds off of their injury,” states Stevens. 

Stevens acknowledges that she takes pride in what she
does. “Sometimes I wish I could do more. But when I see
Mark and others succeeding, it makes the long hours I put
in more than worth it. I don’t dwell on negative experiences.
I am more of a ‘here and now’ type of person. I am always
looking forward, never backwards. Life is too short so I want
to get the most out of it for myself and my clients,”
concludes Stevens. 

Don’t look back. The future is full of possibilities. W

“I have three main objectives that I use every
day when talking with injured workers. First,
listen, listen and listen.” Kessie Stevens Track Status of CPR and First Aid Certs!

Instant online look-up of certificate status!

Automated email reminders to employers 
of soon to expire employees!

Application runs automatically from the web
...nothing to download!

Employees access data free!

https://firstaidregistry.net
Secure, Safe, Confidential

Universal First Aid & CPR
Online Registry

Students, Employers,
Instructors and Agencies
all interconnected in 
one location!
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Legal View

THE DISCUSSION OF RETIREMENT AGE for Canadians has been
much in the news lately due to the federal government’s

announced proposal to raise the eligibility for old-age security to 
67 years from the current 65. 

This might prompt you to ask, “How does the workers’
compensation system deal with retirement?”

A definitive answer emerged in January this year when the Court of
Appeal of Alberta, the highest court in the province, declared
WCB’s policy of adjusting compensation at retirement age to be
lawful and sustainable: 

Vallette Estate v. Alberta (Appeals Commission for Alberta
Workers’ Compensation), 2012 ABCA 12. 

Policy 04-04 allows WCB to adjust earnings loss payments (ELPs)
at retirement age for partially disabled workers to reflect a
worker’s transition to pension or retirement income. 

Applying a standard pension formula, the adjustment normally
occurs at age 65, the age at which Alberta workers generally retire.

The policy contains flexibility to defer the adjustment where there
is evidence the worker intended to work beyond the age of 65. 

In Vallette, a deceased worker’s estate challenged the legality of
Policy 04-04, arguing that it is inconsistent with section 56 of the
Workers’ Compensation Act (WCA) and that the estate should
receive unreduced post-age-65 benefits until the date of death.

The WCB’s decision to apply the policy was upheld by the
Appeals Commission and the first level of court (Queen’s
Bench), leading to a final hearing before the Court of Appeal.

Upholding the policy, the Court of Appeal concluded at
paragraph 26 of its judgment:

...the fundamental principle is that impairment of earning
capacity is compensable if it is brought about by the work
related disability. When a worker elects to retire or is
deemed to have retired, the diminution in earning capacity
is attributable to a voluntary or imposed cessation of
employment unconnected to any work related accident and,
as such, is no longer compensable.

Furthermore, the Court held that the policy is a valid exercise of
the policy-making power conferred on the WCB Board of
Directors through the WCA (at paragraph 23): “Put another way,
the WCB’s ability to create policy to fill in discretionary gaps in
the workers’ compensation regime is acknowledged.”

The Court of Appeal has affirmed that actual or deemed
retirement is a valid factor in determining the compensation
payable. 

However, in cases of 100 per cent clinical impairment or
permanent total disability that is conclusively presumed under
section 43(2) of the WCA, the policy directs that the ELP be paid
unreduced for life. W

Court Validates
Retirement Policy
WCB’s Policy-Making Power Upheld by Court
BY DOUGLAS R. MAH, QC, WCB SECRETARY & GENERAL COUNSEL

Expand
yourReach

WCB-Alberta

WorkAdvertise in WorkSIGHT and find an audience dedicated to safe, healthy and strong Alberta workplaces.
Contact the editor at shawn.friedenberger@wcb.ab.ca for more information.

WorkSIGHT is a cost-effective advertising
medium that puts us directly in front of the
clients we serve—industrial safety managers.
– Ron McNutt, President, KnowledgeWare
Communications Corp.
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MODIFIED DUTIES WORKSHOP 

Modified work is a safe, effective and efficient way to return an
injured worker to the job. This interactive workshop will provide: 
• The framework and tools needed to develop, implement or

improve a modified work program
• Ideas and examples of appropriate modified duties

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
All employers, but especially those with a disability management
program (which WCB’s disability management seminar can help
you start)

LENGTH: 
One half-day session

Call Millard Health at 780-498-3363 for more information 
or to register.

DISABILITY MANAGEMENT SEMINAR

Understand the relationship between claims costs and WCB
premiums, and how to control costs through responsible
disability management. The six key elements of a disability
management program will be discussed. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
All employers, but especially those who will directly oversee a
disability management program

LENGTH: 
One day-long session

In 2012, we'll be enhancing our disability management seminar to
equip you with the tools that will improve your performance. 
You'll learn how to develop an action plan and a successful modified
return-to-work program to produce positive results for your
employees and your premiums. 

Visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp for more information on
course offerings as they become available.

EMPLOYER INFORMATION WORKSHOP

Learn general information about the fundamentals of workers’
compensation. Topics include insurable earnings, subcontractor
liabilities, managing your account and the impact of claim costs
on premiums.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
Individuals in human resources, payroll and other financial
positions

LENGTH: 
One half-day session

UNDERSTANDING WCB’S APPEALS SYSTEM

Get an overview of WCB’s appeal structure and process,
including how to initiate, prepare and present a claim or
premium-related appeal. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
Employers

LENGTH: 
One half-day session

PREVENTING WORKPLACE VIOLENCE SEMINAR 

This general information seminar will help employers identify,
respond to and prevent a variety of workplace incidents. They’ll
also learn to develop their own workplace violence prevention
program. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
Any employers with WCB coverage

LENGTH: 
Three hours 

For more information, call 780-498-4990.

Sign up today!
Visit www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp

Most workshops and seminars are free of charge to WCB account holders.

Questions?
Call: 1-866-498-4694 (toll-free)

Note: Workshop dates are subject to change or cancellation.

What employers have said about the disability management seminar:
“Great discussion! Great responses from instructors!”

“Very informative, great examples provided and presented perfectly.”
“Instructors were very knowledgeable, personable and flexible. Nice work!”
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For information on building a modifi ed work plan visit www.wcb.ab.ca

Modifi ed work helped more than 21,500 workers 
safely return to work following a workplace injury.

It helps to have a plan.
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